Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Meeting #7 Summary Minutes APPROVED BY SAC

Includes Charrette Session 5 (Alternative Housing Options)
Date: Tuesday, February 2, 2016
Time: 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Location: 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, 2nd Floor – Room 2500
SAC Members in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, Marshall
Johnson, Emily Kemper, Douglas MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Maggie McGann, Rod Merrick,
Rick Michaelson, Mike Mitchoff, Michael Molinaro, Danell Norby, Vic Remmers, Brandon
Spencer-Hartle, Eli Spevak, Teresa St. Martin, Barbara Strunk, David Sweet, Eric Thompson,
Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: John Hasenberg, Douglas Reed
Note: Young Sun Song stepped down as a SAC member prior to this meeting.
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Joe Zehnder (BPS), Sandra Wood (BPS), Morgan Tracy (BPS),
Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Kristin Cooper (BDS), Mark Raggett (BPS), Pei Wang
(BPS), Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues), David Hyman (Deca Architecture), Shem Harding (Deca
Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Allan Owens, Pam Phan, Allison Giffin, Doug Klotz, Nancy Seton, Al Ellis,
John Sandie, V. Degaa, Sarah Castie, Dorothy Khan, Kurt Nordback, Steve Russell, Margaret
Davis, Paul Grove
Meeting Objectives:
o Learn about the revised project schedule and approach
o Discuss and refine concepts for alternative housing types, and their form
o Continue previous SAC discussion about where and when alternative housing
options should be allowed
o Reflect upon and refine the guiding principles for the Residential Infill Project
Abbreviations: Q = Question; C = Comment; R = Response (staff/consultants)
Post-Meeting Clarifications or Links

WELCOME AND MEETING INTRODUCTION
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) thanked SAC members for their attendance,
identified the meeting objectives (see above) and highlighted the meeting agenda. Mayor Hales
will be checking in with the SAC to learn more about its progress and discuss its work in 2016.
Approval of Summary Minutes from SAC Meetings #5
City staff provided summary minutes from SAC Meetings #5. No SAC members indicated any
questions or comments, so the SAC-approved summary minutes will be posted online to the
project website.

MAYOR HALES
Portland Mayor Charlie Hales thanked SAC members for their continued involvement with the
Residential Infill Project. He seeks to update SAC members on his priorities and a proposed
revision to the project schedule. Mayor Hales is focused, as Portland’s mayor and lead for the
Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, on issues relating to homelessness and housing, including
the championing of a bill in the 2016 Oregon Legislative Session to allow inclusionary zoning.
Other key issues include police reform, climate action, adopting the Comprehensive Plan, and
advancing Portland Development Commission (PDC) projects in Lents and at the U.S. Postal
Service property in the Pearl District.
The Residential Infill Project is also a priority. While it will not be fully completed during Mayor
Hales’s tenure, other City Commissioners are committed to it. It would be helpful to get some
work on the project adopted by Portland City Council by the end of the year.
Mayor Hales proposes separating the Residential Infill Project into two phases; one focused on
scale of houses, the other on narrow/skinny lots and alternative housing options, to focus
“where we could do the most good first." He is interested in gauging SAC feedback on this
proposal and hopes to move it forward.
Q: Would you please elaborate on “doing the most good first"? What does this mean? Why was
‘scale of houses’ identified as the part of the project that should move forward?
R (Mayor Hales): Significant concern exists about houses that are being built and are
inappropriately scaled. Adding new alternative housing options and reaching consensus
on how best to address skinny houses present challenges. Developing lots with
underlying lot lines is complex procedurally and legally. Even if the SAC is given direction
to addresses these topics, it’s unclear whether something could be done by the end of
2016. There are too many demolitions of houses worth keeping happening in Portland,
which are being replaced with new homes of much greater volumes. There currently are
not enough City Council votes to pass a demolition tax. While a greater focus on
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deconstruction will hopefully slow the rapid rate of home demolitions, the impact will
still only be marginal.
C: Agreed; scale is the biggest issue for constituents. Addressing this will have
positive fall out and make housing increasingly affordable to middle-income
earners.
C: This is a bad idea and will be least beneficial for affordable housing. Narrow
lots offer good opportunity for alternative housing options. Taking focus away
from any one of the three project components will result in the SAC not reaching
consensus. It leaves “nothing on the table” for some SAC members, whose
primary issues will no longer be immediately addressed, preventing a “grand
compromise” where proponents of all three topics will have “something to smile
about.”
R (Mayor Hales): That’s a very interesting prospect. How long would it realistically take
to reach a grand compromise?
C: Keep the original timeline. The SAC could accelerate its work. From the
standpoint of an elected official, maintaining the current schedule makes sense.
C: Agreed. Affordability is the most important issue. The SAC should
continue working within its current framework instead of reversing order.
C: The SAC should break its work into two or three successive projects. Scale of houses is the
most important, followed by alternative housing options.
C: Agreed that the Mayor’s proposal is a bad idea and will be least beneficial for affordable
housing. Scale of houses closely intersect with the two other options. The scale of skinny
houses itself is a huge issue. Scale of houses should be addressed with incentives to build
smaller; tools could include density bonuses. It’s very difficult to pull out one issue at a time as
all three are so interrelated.
C: Agreed with concerns about separating issues, specifically as scale of houses cannot be
addressed without discussion on alternative housing options. Addressing each separately will
not work. The SAC needs to discuss all three at the same time.
C: The SAC is a very capable group. Maintaining ‘truth in zoning’ by addressing underlying lot
lines is critical and should be at the “top of the list.” It’s “very clean” and “not too complicated
of an issue.”
C: There is some respectful disagreement with the Mayor. Portland is in the midst of an
affordability crisis. While scale of houses is related to affordability, addressing the two other
issues [narrow lot development and alternative housing options] will have a greater impact.
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There needs to be a willingness for compromise on different issues. Demolitions are not a
problem because often more than one house [or housing unit] is being replaced. In most
situations, developers are choosing to remodel an existing home over demolishing it and
replacing it one-to-one.
C: Affordability is the top issue. Addressing only scale of houses will not result in an increase to
housing availability.
C: The SAC’s original understanding was that it would be meeting every other week. The
scheduled was altered given City staff’s need to better prepare. It’s difficult to imagine the
value in separating scale of houses and narrow lot development. There might be a willingness
to increase the number of SAC meetings.
C: There are many scale of houses issues that will address the fitting of narrow lots and
alternative development options. The SAC will not be starting over if it goes with the Mayor’s
proposed approach. One issue should be taken “across the finish line” by year’s end. In
Southwest Portland, scale of houses is the dominant issue garnering the most anger.
C: Disagreed. Alternative development options is a huge topic. It addresses the ‘missing
middle’; many SAC members have specific expertise in this area. While the City is increasing
equity through the dedication of $22 million, this money is dedicated to affordable housing, not
affordability of housing. The Residential Infill Project is about how different people find things
affordable. It should be addressed early in this project. The market is moving; the SAC has a real
ability to impact its direction for the betterment of the city. Reallocate dollars dedicated to
other projects into affordable housing options. The SAC must continue to address issues
beyond just scale of houses.
Post-Meeting Clarification: Staff believes the reference to dedicating $22 million was in regard
to the City “…reprogrammed $20 million in PDC funds into affordable housing projects in North
and Northeast, specifically seeking to enable folks who have been displaced to return to the
neighborhood. We have selected a nonprofit who shares this goal, PCRI, as our partner for the
first of these projects, that will rise on the empty Grant Warehouse site at MLK and Fremont.” https://www.portlandoregon.gov/mayor/67316
C: Portland residents will be appreciative of the SAC’s attention to all three topics. It’s
understanding why the Mayor has proposed this route. Yet, as builders have increasingly
shared a willingness to compromise, an ability to “trade” will be lost, creating a great divide
between SAC members.
R (Mayor Hales): “I like to hear all ideas.”
C: The SAC is limiting opportunities if focusing only on scale of houses. The market is responding
to Portland current zoning code, which is very constraining. As a result, the market is producing
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only one type of product. This must change. A housing emergency was declared; not a scale of
housing emergency. Addressing the scale of housing is the opposite of housing affordability.
C: Agreed. Changing some zoning in areas would do a lot to provide much more density
in housing. Freeing up narrow lots and providing opportunities for more narrow housing
would provide more relief.
C: Do skinny houses [narrow lot development] at a different time. ‘The where’ is more critical
than ‘the what.’ Start with both scale of houses and alternative housing options.
R (Mayor Hales): A scale of houses focus may not be the best approach. Does the SAC
have a start on developing consensus or packages?
C: As the SAC has not yet had the charrette on alternative housing options, this
has not yet been fleshed out.
C: The charrette has been good so far. SAC members are close to developing ideas that address
all three topics. We should continue to advance this work. Focusing on just scale of houses is
inefficient. If this SAC is tasked with responding to the housing crisis, there may be some who
question the proposed change to the SAC’s process.
R (Joe Zehnder): The project is under a time crunch. Having something adoptable by the
end of the year differs from the SAC’s original agreement. It requires the creation and
vetting of new code with the general public. The challenge is getting something tangible
and done quickly. Development of a solid path with explicit direction presents another
option. The workshop charrette was very productive. It demonstrated that the SAC as a
group is capable of working through critical issues.
R (Mayor Hales): This discussion has been very helpful. The SAC’s advice will be
taken to heart. It’s good to learn that SAC is moving ahead productively. There’s
little desire to interrupt this success.
C: The zoning must respond to neighborhood context. This is a big challenge and needs a lot of
thought. Please remember that housing is a regional issue that cannot be fully resolved at a
local level. At a local level, Portlanders can focus on what to preserve. Zone for context and
focus high density zoning around centers.
C: Politics creates challenges. Things seem to be moving in a trajectory from single-family zones
to ‘not’ single family zones – a change in planning philosophy. Should high density happen only
around centers, or everywhere around Portland? Should three ADUs be allowed over the
current allowance of one? Doing so may result in push back from neighborhoods.
C: SAC members can support City staff in their work.
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C: It took Seattle only seven months to develop a housing plan that addresses housing types for
all. Seattle’s mayor [Mayor Ed Murray – who was in Portland that day for a Metro-led forum on
affordable housing] indicated, “Don’t let things drag out. Do quickly!” The SAC should similarly
act quickly and with a product of substance, developing a package that is comprehensive but
short of final code language. This should be possible given Portland’s modest geography in
comparison to Seattle’s.
Post Meeting Clarification: The HALA process required 10 months for the committee members
to assemble a wide ranging package of recommendations. Subsequent implementation and
adoption of these recommendations is anticipated to take between 18 months and several
years.
http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/cs/groups/pan/@pan/documents/web_informational/p2347770.
pdf
R (Mayor Hales): Thanks to SAC members. SAC views will be taken into consideration.
“Godspeed, go further!”
Post Meeting Clarification: After considering the viewpoints and concerns expressed by the
SAC, the Mayor has decided to continue simultaneously addressing all three project topics
(scale, skinny lots, and alternative housing options). To mitigate the time constraint, the Mayor
has expressed that staff develop concept level proposals for public review and Planning and
Sustainability Commission consideration. The intent is to hone and deliver “term sheets” which
spell out the particular terms that will be codified upon final decision by the City Council by
December 2016. The Council will consider a resolution based on the term sheets that give staff
clear direction to develop the code language for adoption in 2017.

SAC RESPONSES TO THE ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS WORKSHEET
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) presented the findings of the alternative housing options
worksheet that each SAC member previously completed anonymously. Three questions were
asked:
1. Where in the city should alternative housing be allowed within single-dwelling zones?
2. In areas where alternative housing is allowed, where on an individual block should the
placement of alternative housing types be prioritized?
3. If you indicated certain limitations for Questions 1 and/or 2, what sorts of limits or
requirements would be appropriate (examples: age of the house/structure; design
controls of the house/structure; site size or lot configuration; range of additional units;
type of review process required)?
Key Points
• 19 SAC members responded; not all worksheet responses were complete.
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•
•

Questions asked about SAC preferences for alternative housing options: 1) at citywide
level and 2) by block level.
Both objective and subjective questions were asked.

Results of SAC responses to the Alternative Housing Options Worksheet

‘Alternative Housing Options - Summary of SAC Worksheet Responses’ presentation - Page 12

Link to Morgan’s ‘Alternative Housing Options - Summary of SAC Worksheet Responses’
presentation: http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/566661

SESSION 5: ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS
David Hyman (Deca Architecture) gave a brief overview of Portland’s code regarding alternative
housing types in single-dwelling zones, as well as potential approaches for SAC members to
consider when discussing in the upcoming charrette session.

Link to David’s ‘Alternative Housing Types’ presentation:
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/565278
Q: Would you please address the ownership structure for stacked flats?
R: They could be condominiums, which adds a layer of additional cost and complexity.
C: This needs to be talked about more.
R: Agreed.
Q: Is the fee structure for tandem houses fee simple or condominiums?
R: It could be fee simple if land division rules allowed tandem houses.
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Post Meeting Clarification: The land division code requires that all lots have minimum street
frontage. Flag lots are currently allowed, but require a 12’ wide “pole” from the rear lot. Also,
setback regulations for flag lots would not allow houses to be attached back to back.
Q: How many units are in the cottage cluster development in example D6-1c?
R: 13 or 14.
Q: Where is this project?
R: In Portland near SE 71st Avenue and Clinton Street.
Q: The project crossed two different base zones?
R: Correct. It was a large site.
Post Meeting Clarification: Hastings Green is a PD with 23 units covering two properties
totaling ~73,000 s.f. on opposite sides of SE Clinton.
Q: What is the ‘a’ shown in “R2.5a and R5a”?
R: The Alternative Design Density overlay that was discussed in earlier
meetings. It was created for the Albina Community Plan and used to be a
much more robust overlay.
Post-Meeting Clarification: Per https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/64465 on the City
of Portland website: “The purpose of the Alternative Design Density Overlay Zone is to focus
development on vacant sites, preserve existing housing and encourage new development that is
compatible with and supportive of the positive qualities of residential neighborhoods. The
concept for the zone is to allow increased density for development that meets additional design
compatibility requirements.”
C: The overlay does not seem to be used extensively.
R: It’s primarily in the Albina area and in Southeast
Portland.
R: PUDs in single dwelling zones provide increased flexibility but require
discretionary review.
Small Group Exercise

C: They are also incredibly complicated.
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SAC members convened in groups of five or six to review and discuss content on the Alternative
Housing Options Placemat and answer three key questions regarding how the City could best
regulate. Each table was facilitated by a member of the project team (see more below).

Alternative Housing Options Placemat, Page 1

Alternative Housing Options Placemat, Page 2
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Alternative Housing Options Placemat, Page 3

On a matrix provided to each SAC member, the SAC proceeded to discuss and answer three
questions for each of the alternative housing options in a small group table exercise. A SAC
member reported out the group’s recommended findings to the larger SAC afterwards. The
alternative housing options include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)
Internal Conversions
Cottage Clusters
Row Houses
Stacked Flats
Other

The three questions to answer for each alternative housing options:
1. Does this alternative housing type show promise for the City to explore further?
(yes/no)
2. Where should this housing type be allowed? (Think about density of single dwelling
zones; distance to centers, corridors and transit; and pattern areas.)
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3. Under what condition or process should this housing type be allowed? (Land use
review needed? Allowed by right? Allowable number of units? Granted if certain public
benefits are accomplished – like universal design, low impact development, high
performance building. Etc.)

Alternative Housing Options Worksheet

Table 1: Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza, Douglas MacLeod, David Sweet, Mary Kyle
McCurdy, Danell Norby, Teresa St. Martin, Todd Borkowitz (BPS – Facilitator)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allow two or more accessory dwelling units (ADUs) per site, regardless if internal or
external, so long as they meet height, setbacks, lot coverage and outdoor space
requirements.
Allow two or more accessory dwelling units (ADUs) by right anywhere in the city.
Allow internal conversions for all age of homes, so long as they meet height, setbacks,
lot coverage and outdoor space requirements
Allow internal conversions by right anywhere in the city.
Allow cottage clusters and garden apartments by right anywhere in the city.
Allow sliding-scale density bonuses based on unit size (the smaller the unit, the greater
the density bonus).
Allow row houses by right anywhere in the city.
Allow stacked flats by right anywhere in the city.
Do not require on-site parking for any alternative housing type.
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•

Allow density bonuses for alternative housing types that meet the needs of persons with
disabilities and seniors.

Table 2: Eric Thompson, Garlynn Woodsong, Alan DeLaTorre, Maggie McGann,
Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Eli Spevak, Morgan Tracy (BPS – Facilitator)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplify code by allowing one code covering all alternative housing types.
Limit building scale based on higher unit counts (the more units, the stricter the limits).
Create ‘missing middle’ zones between single-family transition zones and ‘walkable’
neighborhoods well-connected by transit.
End density limitations in ‘missing middle’ zones.
Replace building coverage limits with impervious surface limits.
Allow cottage clusters by right anywhere in the city. Eliminate PD process
Limit density increases in areas without sufficient infrastructure capacity.
Do not reduce the area of the current abatement for required off-street parking (500foot distance from a high-frequency transit stop).

Table 3: Rick Michaelson, Rod Merrick, Jim Gorter, Vic Remmers, Mike Mitchoff,
Sandra Wood (BPS – Facilitator)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore the viability of allowing additional units from internal conversions.
Allow cottage clusters on larger lots.
Do not allow stacked flats in single-dwelling zones.
Change zone boundaries instead of adding exceptions in single-dwelling zones.
Create ‘missing middle’ transition zones between single-family zones and ‘walkable’
neighborhoods well-connected by transit.
Simplify code for single-dwelling zones.
Explore the viability of how best to protect historic homes in single-dwelling zones.

Table 4: Linda Bauer, Michael Molinaro, Barbara Strunk, Emily Kemper, Marshall
Johnson, Sarah Cantine, Julia Gisler (BPS – Facilitator)
•
•
•
•
•

Allow density bonuses in single-dwelling lots in closer proximity to
services/commercial/transit corridors.
Allow density bonuses for the preservation of on-site, non-impervious open space areas.
Allow sliding-scale density bonuses based on unit size (the smaller the unit, the greater
the density bonus).
Create ‘missing middle’ zones between single-family transition zones and ‘walkable’
neighborhoods well-connected by transit.
Incentivize alternative housing development that uses quality materials.

CLOSING COMMENTS FROM SAC MEMBERS
C: There is some objection to getting rid of planned developments (PDs)
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Q: Why?
C: The PD process looks at the unique characteristics of a site and adds flexibility
to better guarantee site appropriateness.
Q: Should PDs go away all together?
C: They generally fit in well in single-dwelling zones.
C: It would be helpful to have a better understanding of the costs associated with the PD
process.
C: It’s difficult to determine a typical cost given their use in many different
situations.
C: Time is running short. We should move on.
C: It would also be helpful to hear lessons from the City’s use of the ‘A’ Overlay Zone.
R: The City has never taken a comprehensive look at PDs built in Portland. In multidwelling zones, no discretionary review process for PDs is required. In single-dwelling
zones, discretionary review process for PDs is required.

Drawing provided by a SAC member at Meeting #7

REFLECTION ON THE RESIDENTIAL INFILL PROJECT GUIDING PRNCIPLES
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Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) indicated that given time constraints, this portion of
the meeting will instead be covered in SAC Meeting #8 on March 1, 2016.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Al Ellis: Al is with United Neighborhoods for Reform. The SAC’s ideas around conservation are
impressive. Mayor Hales cited the Hippocratic Oath in his criticism of Portland’s rampant
demolitions and the need to create more affordable housing. Houses are being destroyed and
replaced with homes that many cannot afford. If we want affordability, it does not make sense
to destroy the very homes that already are affordable. Similar to agricultural land outside of the
Urban Growth Boundary, this resource must be protected.
Pam Phan: Pam lives in North Portland and is with Anti-Displacement PDX. Smaller does not
always mean more affordable. We must consider location. Inner neighborhoods need focus. We
must apply an equity lens to provide sufficient access to these areas. Pam’s family lived in the
Hosford-Abernethy neighborhood. Her large family, aided by many services, was able to afford
a large home. They could not have remained in the home without it being able to adopt
throughout various and changing family needs. Pam has many more ideas and perspectives to
share regarding residential infill.
Doug Klotz: Doug indicates that an equity lens should be applied to this process. Commercial
areas need to have a much larger transition to single-dwelling neighborhoods. This can be done
either through zoning or redefining what housing types could occur in each zone.

WRITTEN PUBLIC COMMENTS
Provided by Pam Phan via email to Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) on 2/2/16:
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Provided via public comment form by Nancy Seton on 2/2/16:
“Please consider preserving tree canopy in infill discussions. Green space + trees are vital to
livability, especially as it gets denser.”
I love the idea of incentivizing smaller homes – e.g. cottage clusters. Good for aging in place.
How could this be allowed in spots in lower density zones, e.g. R10?

WRAP UP/ADJOURN
Chief Planner Joe Zehnder (BPS), indicated that he and Mayor Hales has heard the opinions of
SAC members. The SAC has interest in developing a packaged proposal. City staff will bring to
the March SAC meeting a proposal of work for completing the package.
Q: Could City staff develop something as a starting ground? As there are three project
topics, breaking into three different subgroups would allow SAC members most
dedicated to a certain issue(s) to focus on those issues.
R (Joe Zehnder): This was done similarly in a recent Portland Public Schools
advisory group.
Q: Will the SAC be needing to reach consensus?
R (Joe Zehnder): This group will be “just setting the table.”
Q: Will this proposal be developed and shared with the SAC in a timely manner?
R (Joe Zehnder): Yes. It will be made available one week before the March SAC
meeting.
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C: Many SAC members may find this new direction challenging. Accelerating the current
schedule is not desirable as it becomes the driver in the decision making process. There
is a need for finding where consensus exists.
Q/C: What will the SAC be discussing in its upcoming meetings? The SAC should be fed
ideas by the project team as it does “not know what to do.”
C: There is a lot of room for written communication amongst SAC members about
preferred project approaches and guiding principles.
R (Joe Zehnder): City staff understands the concerns about the SAC’s future
process. The faster ideas can be brought out, the more engaged and effective
SAC members will be. “There is no better way to kill an idea on something
important than to drag it out.”
C: There are a lot of great ideas. What happened to lost SAC ideas?
C: I’m not at the table for just one issue.
Q: The previous charrette discussion was on scale. Where is the summary of the SAC’s
report outs?
R: The project team is in the middle of summarizing for the SAC but will provide
as soon as possible.
Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) thanked SAC members for their continued involvement and
reminded the group of its next meeting in March.
Post-Meeting Clarification: SAC Meeting #8 is scheduled for Tuesday, March 1, 2016 from
6:00pm to 8:30pm - 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, 2nd Floor – Room 2500. The SAC will
discuss the Guiding Principles, debrief from the charrette, and be introduced to preliminary,
project team-developed concepts for scale of houses.

END OF SUMMARY MINUTES
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